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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the context of a shortage of funding from the budget, made available for forest fire prevention and fighting, a key role could be played by measures to improve the performance of the forest authorities in this area. A promising way to achieve it is to make a shift in the forest fire control strategy, from efforts to fight all fires towards efforts to manage the forest fire rates within a given location, based on environmental and economic assessments of forest fire implications. However, until recently, this approach has not been widely used for practical forest management purposes, among other things, due to lack of evidence-based and implementable guidelines.

This study is an attempt to bridge this gap and show a practical example of forest zoning based on such criteria as social, economic and environmental values for purposes of selecting forest firefighting strategies.

The proposed original approach consists of consecutive actions to collect and analyze available information and agency-specific data, and may be used by responsible officers and organizations for forest fire zoning at the forest management unit level, estimation of normal/admissible annual fire rates and assessment of losses of social, economic and/or environmental values at the level of a forest management unit.

The proposed approach includes three main stages. The first stage is to identify the following zones of forest fire danger within the forest management unit, basing on criteria associated with social, economic and environmental values of forest parcels: A – the zone of physically and economically inaccessible forest land; B – the zone of accessible forest land which is not leased out; C - the zone of leased out and intensively developed forest land; and D – the zone of forests and/or sites of high or special social, economic and environmental significance.

The second stage is to establish admissible annual fire rates for the forest management unit. To this end, it is necessary to identify those forest formations and/or types of forest with survival and renewal which are directly dependent on forest fire for their survival and renewal. Quantitative characteristics (area, growing stock) of the identified stands are used as variables for estimating the annual normal fire rate (ANFR) for each forest fire zone. It is estimated with the help of the following formula:

\[ \text{ENFR} = \frac{S/T}{s} \times K_{CP}, \]

where:

ENFR (ANFR) is the annual normal forest fire rate (ha); S is the area of forest parcels (ha); T is the time (years) needed for the restoration of the original (pre-fire) forest stand; K_{CP} (CP) is the coefficient of precaution to adjust for the risk of repeated fires and forest growth slowing.

The third stage is to assess the risk of maximum damage from forest fires, using a probability and impact matrix. The toolkit is based on mapping in a GIS environment with the use of special-purpose software (e.g., ArcGIS, Mapinfo, QGIS, etc.).

The approach was tested in two model areas in the Krasnoyarsk and Khabarovsk Krays; and the testing showed that the proposed approach could substantially improve the forest fire management planning, effectiveness and feasibility of drafted regional targeted programs of
forestry development through providing them with new objective performance indicators for evaluation of forest governance and management.

These Guidelines offer a new approach to forest fire management which can substantially improve the efficiency of spending from the public budget and establish objective indicators of assessing the quality of forest governance. The proposed approach would enable to integrate the process of forest fire management unto the broader forest management system with due regard to region-specific social, economic and environmental considerations.
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